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Abstract. Using the continuum hypothesis, an example is

given of two countably compact spaces X and Y such that XX Y

is an JW-space, but is not countably compact. If uX denotes the

completion of X with respect to its finest uniformity, the above

example shows that n(XX Y) is not necessarily equal to pXXpY,

even though XX F is an M-space.

It is known that the product of countably compact spaces need not

be countably compact [7], and that the product of M -spaces need not

be an Af-space [4]. Since countably compact spaces are Af-spaces, the

question remains :

Q: If X and F are countably compact and XX Y is an ili-space,

is X X Y countably compact?

In [5], [6], Morita defines pX to be the topological completion of

a completely regular TVspace X with respect to its finest uniformity

and proves that if XX F is an M-space, then p(XX Y) =pXXpY if

and only if KXL is countably compact whenever K and L are closed

countably compact subsets of X and F, respectively. In general,

p(XX Y)^pXXpY; however, in [6], Morita asks whether p(XX Y)

— pXXpY holds if XX F is an If-space. He shows that this is equiv-

alent to Q.

Assuming the continuum hypothesis, spaces X and Y are con-

structed to provided a negative answer to Q.

Throughout, all spaces are assumed to be completely regular and

7\; the word countable will mean countably infinite; A7, is the set of

positive integers with the discrete topology.

A space K is countably compact if and only if each countable dis-

crete subset of K has an accumulation point. A space X is an M-space

if and only if it admits a closed, continuous mapping into a metric

space such that point inverses are countably compact.

Since the spaces to be constructed are subsets of ßN, the following

facts will be reviewed.

If M is a countable discrete subset of ßN, the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of N, then cl M (the closure of M in ßN) is homeo-

morphic to ßN, and M* = cl M—M is homeomorphic to N* =ßN—N.
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If Mi and Mi are disjoint countable subsets of ßN such that Mx\JMi

is discrete, then cl Mittel Mi = 0 and MtC\M* = 0.

If Mi and Mi are countable discrete subsets of ßN, xEMi and

y E M2, then the type of x relative to Mi is said to be the same as the type

of y relative to Mi (and written t(x, Mi) =r(y, M2)) if there is a homeo-

morphism of cl Mi onto cl Mi taking x onto y.

A point xEM* is a P-point in M* if every G¡ in M* is a neighbor-

hood of x in ilf*. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, W. Rudin [8]

showed that there are 2C P-points in N* (and hence in M* for any

countable discrete MEßN).

Define an equivalence relation <~ on the P-points in M* by x~y if

and only if r(x, M)—r(y, M). Since there are only c autohomeo-

morphisms on cl M, there are 2C equivalence classes of P-points.

Lemma 1 (Frolík [2]). If Mi is a countable discrete subset of ßN

and M2EM1, thenr(x, Mi) = r(x, Mi) for eachxEM*.

Lemma 2 (Frolík [3]). // Mi and Mi are countable discrete subsets

of ßN, then Mi = (Mir\M2)\J(M*r\M2)\J(Mir\Mt) is discrete,
cl M3 = cl Mii\c\ Mi, and M* = Mfi\M*.

Theorem. If Mi and M2 are countable discrete subsets of ßN and x is

a P-point in both M* and M*, then xE(Mif~\Mi)* and t(x, Mi)

= t(x, Mi).

Proof. Since xEM^M*, either xE(Mi(~\M2)*, xE(MÎ(~\Mi)*,

or xE(MiC\M*)*, by Lemma 2. However, x is a P-point in M* and so

cannot be a limit point of any countable subset of Mx. Thus x

E(M*r\Mi)*. Similarly, ïC(¥,nM*)*. Since xE(Myr\Mi)* and
MiC\MiEMi, for i=l, 2, Lemma 1 implies that r(x, Mi)

= t(x, MiC\Mi) =t(x, Mi).

Construction of X and Y. The following example is a modification of

the example of Novak [7], simplified by Frolík [l], of two countably

compact spaces whose product is not countably compact.

ßN has 2e countable discrete subsets which may be well ordered as

Mi, M2, ■ ■ ■ , Ma, • • • ; a<X, where N is the smallest ordinal of

cardinality 2C.

Let 4> be a mapping from the countable discrete subsets of ßN into

N*, defined as follows:

<^[iWi] is a P-point in AI*. For each a, 1 <a<N, 0[Afa] is a P-point

in M*a such that r((p[Ma], Ma) ^r(<t>[Mß], Mß) for any ß<a. This is

possible since there are 2" equivalence classes of P-points in Ma and

a has fewer than 2C predecessors.
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Inductively, define a sequence X0, Xi, • • ■ , Xy, • • • ; y<«i

of subsets of ßN such that X0 = N and for each y < wi, Xy

= Ua<7 XaVJ{<p[M]:M is a countable discrete C Ua<7 Xa\. Let

X = U {Xv:7<cüi}. Since each countable discrete subset of X is con-

tained in Xy for some y <coi, it has an accumulation point in Xy+i EX.

X is therefore countably compact. For each y < wi, card Xy

^c-c-r-(c-c)H° =c, so card X^c.

Let Y = N\J(ßN-X). For each countable discrete ^4CF,

card el A =2C, so A*(~\ Y?¿0 and A has an accumulation point in F.

Thus Y is also countably compact.

XX Y is not countably compact. If A = {(n, n)'.nEN\, then A is a

countable discrete subset of X X Y. Any accumulation point of A must

be of the form (p, p) for pEN*. Since X(~\Y = N, the set A has no

accumulation point in X X Y.

XX Y—A is countably compact. Let {(x¿, y i)} be a countable dis-

crete subset of X X Y—A. If x¿ = * (or y¡ = y) for an infinite number of

indices, then {(xit yn".Xi = x\ is a countable discrete subset of {x\

XY, which is countably compact. {(x¿, y»):x¿ = x} thus has an

accumulation point in {xjXFCXXF. It may, then, be assumed

that XiT^Xj and y^yj if ij^j. It may also be assumed (by choosing an

appropriate subset) thatü7i= \xí\ and M2 = {y¿} are discrete subsets

of X and F, respectively, and that MiC\M2 = 0 (since Xi^yt for all

»-1,2, • • ■)■
Let h be the homeomorphism of cl Mi onto cl M2 defined by h(x¡)

= y¿ for all x,£Mi. The points [Mi] is in X and is in cl Mi- Since h is a

homeomorphism, &0[Mi]£cl M%, r((p[Mi], Mi) =T(htb[Mi], M2) and

kp [Mi] is a P-point in M*.

If fo£[Mi]£X, then heb [Mi] =<p[M] for some countable discrete

MEX; that is, hp [Mi] is a P-point in M*. Since fo£[Mi] is a P-point

in both M* and M"2, it follows from the theorem that &<£[.Mi]

E(MC\M2)*andT(h<p[Mi], M) =T(h<t>[Mi], M2).

By the definition of <b, the second relation gives M= Mi (because

T(kp [Mi], Mi) =t(<p [Mi], Mi)). The first relation implies that MC\M2

9^0 and hence Mií^M29é0. This contradiction shows that A#[Mi]

EX and must therefore be in Y. Since i is a homeomorphism,

(<p [Mi], h<b [Mi]) is an accumulation point of {(x,-, h(xt))} = {(x¿, yt)}

inXXY-A.

XXY is an M-space. The real-valued function / on XX Y defined

by
f(x, y) = n   if (x, y) = (», n),

= 0    ïî(x,y)EA,
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is continuous (since A is both open and closed in XX F), closed, and

/-1(r) is countably compact for each real r.
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